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Abstract. When developing regional ocean circulation model, the problem aris-
es of providing the model with boundary conditions. An algorithm for one-way 
nesting (inclusion with boundary conditions) for a local model of an arbitrary 
ocean region in the model of the global ocean is proposed. Two problems are 
solved: 1) generation of a rectangular grid of the local model; 2) receive infor-
mation. The nesting algorithm is developed within the framework of the 
CMF3.0 (Compact Modeling Framework) computing platform for massively 
parallel computers. Local and global models work as components of a coupled 
system running CMF3.0. Data nesting functions work as a CMF3.0 software 
service.  
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1 Introduction 

When modeling the World Ocean, it sometimes becomes necessary to obtain an accu-
rate prediction only for a particular region, for example, a certain sea. At the same 
time, numerical integration of the entire high-resolution World Ocean dynamics mod-
el (0.1° and more) is a computationally expensive task that sometimes requires several 
thousand processor cores [11]. To optimize the computational costs, it is reasonable to 
model the area under study using a high spatial-temporal resolution model (hereinaf-
ter, the local model), and to provide the model with the boundary and initial condi-
tions for modeling the rest of the ocean using the World Ocean model of a more 
coarse resolution (global model). An important point that has a significant impact on 
the quality of the results is the way in which the boundary conditions are set in the 
local model. In real applications, several approaches are currently used. 
One of these is nesting, a computational approach in which data is exchanged be-
tween global and local models. In this case, the global model usually has low resolu-
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tion (for example, 1°), and local - high or ultra-high resolution (0.1° or more). This 
formulation of the problem requires considerable computational resources, since the 
global and local models sometimes use several hundred computing cores. But at the 
same time, this approach is more optimal from the point of view of computational 
costs than the modeling of the entire World Ocean with a high resolution, while the 
quality of the model forecast in the region under study with a correct formulation of 
the boundary conditions remains high. 

The relevance of using the nesting method has previously been examined with ex-
amples of climate modeling in winter in South America [8], modeling the northwest-
ern Caribbean and the Scottish shelf in the northwestern Atlantic Ocean [6]. There is 
also an active research in the field of nesting algorithms [6], [7], [9]. 

The purpose of this work is to implement the nesting algorithm as a software ser-
vice NST (abbr.NeSTing) of the CMF 3.0 computing platform for use in high spatial 
resolution models on massively parallel computers with distributed memory. This 
work continues a series of studies of authors published earlier in [2], [10] and devoted 
to the development of tools for modeling the Earth system on computers with distrib-
uted memory based on the compact modeling framework CMF 3.0. 

2 Compact Modeling Framework CMF 3.0 and NST Service. 

Despite the fact that the logic of the operation of the coupler interpolation procedures 
in CMF 3.0 remained the same as in CMF 2.0 [3], the PGAS abstraction made it pos-
sible to greatly simplify the code. Now all the data necessary for the process from 
neighbors is obtained using the Communicator class.  

The disadvantage of this approach is the performance degradation associated with 
the inability to use deferred MPI operations and the availability of GA own costs. 
However, the results of CMF 2.0 showed that we can sacrifice some of the perfor-
mance to select a simpler (and possibly less efficient) abstraction to simplify commu-
nication algorithms [2]. Because, first, although the pure MPI-approach to communi-
cations has a high speed, it requires explicit work with data buffers, which greatly 
complicates the development and improvement of PCM. Secondly, the development 
of regional sub-models of the seas embedded in the grid of the global model, became 
rather complicated when using only MPI-procedures. On the other hand, this solution 
has made it possible to simplify the connection of new models, as well as to expand 
the functionality of the joint simulation system by adding new software services. 

2.1 PGAS-Communicator 

CMF3.0 contains the Communicator class, which encapsulates the logic of working 
with the Global Arrays library (GA) [8] and provides only an interface for put / get 
operations of parts of global data of model components. The GA library implements 
the PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) paradigm and allows working with 
distributed memory as a shared memory. 
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All exchanges between parts of the system are implemented using the Communica-
tor class. It contains a hash table for storing all information about arrays, including 
their state and metadata. Each array of the component involved in exchanges contains 
a distributed copy, stored as a virtual global array GA. When a process needs to send 
data, it fills this copy with its current data. Due to the fact that the distribution of the 
global array completely repeats the decomposition of the component, this operation 
takes place locally. 

2.2 The Architecture of The Coupling Model 

Due to the growing complexity of the coupling system, a more convenient way of 
combining components - SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) was used. 

In CMF 3.0, all models send their general requests to a single message queue (Fig. 
1). Service components take from this queue only messages that can process, take 
data from virtual global arrays, and perform appropriate actions. The architecture 
allows minimizing the connections between physical and service components and 
greatly simplifying the development. Moreover, since all services inherit the common 
base class Service, adding a new service is not difficult. Now CMF 3.0 contains the 
following independent parallel services: CPL (mapping operations), IOS / IOF (I / O 
Fast, I / O Slow - fast and slow file devices, DAS (Data Assimilation System) [10]. 

Service CPL is a CMF 2.0 coupler, which now deals exclusively with operations 
related to interpolation. It receives data using Communicator, performs interpolation, 
and places the data in the virtual global array of the recipient. 

In CMF 3.0, a separate I / O service responsible for all I / O operations was allo-
cated. It is interesting that one service solves only half of the problem, because, for 
example, a simultaneous request to write a large amount of information (a system 
check point) and a small model diagnostics will also take place sequentially. There-
fore, the service was divided into a fast and slow recording device (thanks to the ab-
straction this division is performed by several lines of code). This mechanism pro-
vides a flexible and asynchronous mechanism for working with the file system. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the compact framework CMF 3.0. There are four components in this 
example: ocean model (OCN), ice model (ICE), atmosphere model (ATM) and sea model 
(SEA). They send requests to the common message queue, where they are retrieved by coupler 
(CPL), data assimilation (DAS), input and output data (IOD), nesting (NST) services. The data 
itself is transferred through the mechanism of global arrays, which are also used for interpro-
cessor communication in the components and services 

3 Description of The NST Service 

3.1 Mathematical Formulation One-Way Nesting Problem 

We are interested in representing as accurately as possible the local ocean model in a 
domain Ωloc. The circulation is supposed to be described on a time period [0, T] by a 
model which can be written symbolically  

 𝐿𝐿loc𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙  =  𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙    in Ω𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × [0, T] (1) 

with convenient initial conditions at t = 0. Lloc is a partial differential operator, uloc is 
the state variable, and floc the model forcing. The conditions at the solid boundaries 
will never be mentioned in this note, since they do not interfere with our subject. 

Since Ωloc is not closed, a portion of its boundary does not correspond to a solid 
wall, and has no physical reality. This artificial interface, also called open boundary 
(OB), is denoted Γ. The local solution uloc is thus in interaction with the external 
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ocean through Γ, and the difficulty consists in adequately representing this interaction 
in order to get a good approximation of uloc in Ωloc × [0, T].  

We also assume that we have at our disposal a (probably less accurate) representa-
tion of the global ocean, either under the form of some data uglob or of a global model  

 𝐿𝐿glob𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔  =  𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔    in Ω𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔 ×  [0, T] (2) 

where Ωglob is an global oceanic domain. Note that, in our notations, Ωloc and Ωglob do 
not overlap (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. A schematic view of nesting problem 

The solution Uglob of an external model cover an area Ωglob U Ωloc larger than loc is 
available. Therefore tis larger scale solution can be used to force the local model 
along Г. The formulation of the problem which is solved in that approach is (3). 

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔 = 𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔    𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 Ω𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔 ∪ Ω𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × [0,𝑇𝑇] 

 �
𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙    𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 Ω𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × [0,𝑇𝑇]
𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔    𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 Г × [0,𝑇𝑇]  (3) 

where B denotes an open boundary operator (in particular cases are Dirichlet and 
Neumann conditions). 

This interaction between the two models can be perfomed on-line using features 
CMF 3.0. 
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3.2 Description of The Algorithm 

Suppose we have a global model with a rough spatial resolution (Fig. 3a), a local 
high-resolution model (Fig. 3b). The mutual arrangement of the local and global 
models is as follows (Fig. 3c). Let the decomposition between the processors local 
and global models differ as well (Fig. 3d - 3e). The global model needs to send the 
boundary cells of the area that covers the local model (Fig. 3f) to the nesting service. 
The nesting service interpolates the data received from the global model on the grid of 
the local model and then sends it to the boundary cells of the local model (Fig. 3g). 

 
Fig. 3. Graphical description of the nesting algorithm: (a) global model grid; (b) local model 
grid; (c) the combination of the calculated grids of the global and local models; (d) processor 
decomposition of the global model area (shown in white bars); (e) processor decomposition of 
the region of the local model (shown in white bars); (f) white cells are highlighted in the global 
grid required for the nesting; (g) the cells of the local grid are highlighted in white, in which the 
boundary conditions are set by the nesting 

3.3 Features of Parallel Implementation of The Service 

Like any service of the CMF3.0 software complex, the nesting service is performed 
on separate computing cores. This approach allows us to obtain a transparent structure 
of the joint model, where each component is engaged in the solution of its task. At the 
same time, neither the global nor the local models practically participate in the nest-
ing, only mesh and model masks are used, on the basis of which the nesting service 
builds the matrix of interpolation scales. Moreover, in the NST service, in addition to 
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specifying the classical Neumann or Dirichlet conditions, the logic can be encapsulat-
ed to generate conditions for the sum of the flows (heat, salt, etc.) to be zero across 
the boundaries of the region under investigation or their correspondence to certain 
integral characteristics. The data from the global to the local model go without access 
to the file system, using the cluster interconnect through the GA library, which posi-
tively affects the performance of the system as a whole. 

 
Problems and reasons for making a nesting in a separate service: 

1. Global and local models have different resolutions and are calculated on a different 
number of cores. 

2. The NST service can be used for other Earth system models (for example, the at-
mosphere model), which is also successfully used in conjunction with the CMF 
complex [12]. 

3. Interpolation matrices occupy a significant amount of memory, and the logic of 
calculating them can be very difficult, especially in the case of setting complex 
boundary conditions. Therefore, it is more advantageous to store them on separate 
computational cores from model components. 

General algorithm of the local and global model using the NST service 

• The initial values in the global and local models are initialized 
• The NST service receives from the global and local models the configuration of 

grids, masks, dimensionality of models, decomposition of processors for each 
model, steps in time. 

• Based on the received data, the NST service calculates the position of the local 
model relative to the global model. 

• Based on the position of the local model, the NST service computes the elements 
of the arrays that need to be transferred from the global model to the local model. 

• Based on the given boundary conditions for the local model and the obtained in-
formation about the model masks and grids, the matrices of the interpolation 
weights are calculated. 

• When the transmission time is reached, the global model sends only the necessary 
parts of the model arrays to the NST service. 

• The NST service interpolates the data from the global to the local grid using the 
previously obtained matrix of weights. 

• The NST service sends the resulting boundary conditions to the local model. 

3.4 Testing The NST Service 

To test the computational efficiency of the parallel nesting algorithm using the GA 
software library, a global test model with a resolution of 0.25° (1440 × 720 grid) and 
a local model with a resolution of 0.1° (400 × 400 grid) were specified, in both 49 
vertical z-levels. The global model used two-dimensional decomposition of the com-
putational domain into 64 processor cores, and the local model used 32 cores, and the 
NST service was allocated from 1 to 8 cores. From the global to the local model, 
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boundary conditions of the Dirichlet type were transmitted for model fields of tem-
perature, salinity, and velocity [7]. The matrix of the interpolation weights was con-
structed by the method of bilinear interpolation, taking into account the land mask for 
the global and local models. The scalability of the parallel Nesting algorithm within 
the NST service is shown in the calculation of the boundary condition for 4 (the num-
ber of model fields) * 1600 (the extent of the local domain boundary) * 49 (the num-
ber of z-levels) ~ O (105) points in the local model . When constructing the parallel 
efficiency graph, the sum of the time spent on transferring data from the global model 
to the NST service, the time of parallel calculation of the boundary conditions by the 
NST service cores, and the time of data transfer to the local model (4). 

 Tnesting = Tocn_to_nst + Tnst + Tnst_to_sea (4) 

 
Fig. 4. Scalability of the parallel nesting method within the NST service for obtaining boundary 
conditions for O (105) points on the MVS-10P supercomputer. On the X axis, the number of 
processor cores per NST service. On the Y-axis, the parallel nesting method is speeded up 
based on Tnesting time measurements. The global test model used a two-dimensional decomposi-
tion of the computational domain into 64 processor cores, and the local one - to 32 cores 

4 Example of Use 

(Fig. 5) shows the temperature field in the test region for the local model-the Barents 
Sea with a resolution of 0.1° (Fig. 5a) and a global model of the World Ocean with a 
resolution of 0.5° (Fig. 5b). The size of the spatial grids for the World Ocean and the 
Sea is 720 × 360 and 300 × 220, in each 49 levels vertically. The model of the ocean 
uses 64 processor cores in calculations, and the Barents Sea model has 12 cores, 2 
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processor cores are allocated to the NST service for nesting boundary conditions. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Use of nesting technology for modeling the dynamics of the Barents Sea. (a) the surface 
temperature field in the Barents Sea model with a spatial resolution of 0.1o; (b) the surface 
temperature field in the World Ocean model with a resolution of 0.5o for specifying the bounda-
ry conditions in the sea model. The Barents Sea model uses a two-dimensional processor de-
composition of the calculated region into 12 processor cores, and a global one - into 64 cores 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, a parallel implementation of nesting technology as a software service 
NST of the compact computing platform CMF3.0 is presented [2]. A parallel nesting 
algorithm is described in detail, an example of using the developed technology is 
given. 

For the first time in Russia, a parallel technology for transferring boundary condi-
tions (nesting) through a cluster interconnect (without the use of a file system) be-
tween ocean and sea dynamics models using CMF 3.0 was implemented. This imple-
mentation allowed the ocean and sea models to function as a single coupling model 
on massively parallel computers with distributed memory. The advantages of this 
approach include computing efficiency and speed, which will allow further use of this 
technology for operational forecast of the state of the ocean. 

Nesting technology is implemented in other most advanced frameworks for Earth 
system modeling - CESM [13] and OASIS [14]. The nesting service (NST service) 
based on CMF 3.0, which is described in this article demonstrates similar results of 
computing efficiency. 
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